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Abstract. A gender and skin color ethnicity based automatic digital
makeup system is presented. An automatic face makeup system which
applies example based digital makeup based on skin ethnicity color and
gender type. One major advantage of the system is that the makeup is
based on the skin color and gender type, which is very necessary for an
eﬀective makeup. Another strong advantage is that it applies automatic
makeup without requiring any user input.

1

Introduction

Good looks can be deceiving. Improving looks has always been of special interest
to humans. Imagine a business video conferencing scenario; shabby looks can
leave a bad impression on the viewer. The user is well served if the system
can automatically apply digital makeup and enhance the caller’s face. Diﬀerent
makeup suites diﬀerent people as all faces are diﬀerent and have varied makeup
demands. For example a lip-stick shade which may suite a lady from some place
may not exactly look good on lady from some other place having a diﬀerent skin
tone. Therefore the type of makeup must be adapted to the type of face. Not
just female but male faces also require some touching up to remove small spots,
pimples etc. and also perhaps improving the appearance of smokers’ lips.
Digital makeup or artiﬁcial makeup has strong applications in various scenarios such as video conference, digital cameras, digital albums etc. In this work
we pre-sent a new framework for ethnicity based skin tone and gender adaptive
digital makeup for human faces. Before applying makeup straight forward as
described in some earlier works our system access the type of makeup required
based on gender and skin tone type based on skin ethnicity. The system ﬁrst
performs skin segmentation using fuzzy rules and locates the face using Active
shape models and facial feature detector on probable face candidate areas. Before applying ASM scalable boosting based gender classiﬁcation is performed on
the face. Random sampling is performed on the detected face skin pixels and
SVM based skin tone ethnicity classiﬁcation is performed. Now with the available gender and skin tone type information and the facial feature the system
applies case speciﬁc digital makeup. A database of k images in each category
was taken and makeup-statistics in terms of HSV and alpha values were mined
from them. This data was taken as reference and operations were performed for
applying the makeup.
G. Bebis et al. (Eds.): ISVC 2009, Part II, LNCS 5876, pp. 728–736, 2009.
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The paper is organized as follows. First we review the related work in Sec. 2.
Then we describe our method in Sec. 3. Finally we give experimental results in
Sec. 4.

2

Related Work

Robust automatic digital makeup systems are still in nascent stages. There is no
such single system which can be termed as complete facial makeup system. In
2006 Microsoft was granted a patent [8] which outlines a general digital makeup
system for video conferencing solutions. The system locates the face and the
facial features and then applies various enhancement ﬁlters on the face such
as contrast balancing, histogram equalization, eye dark circle removing. It also
proposes blurring the background such that the caller/person looks clearer with
respect to the background. In another approach blood haemoglobin and melanin
values of a face were changed on the bases of a physical model generated from
haemoglobin and melanin values [14]. Then in an-other work by by Ojima et al.
[12] ”before” and ”after” makeup examples are used. And foundation makeup
procedure is used. Face retouching softwares have also been developed such as
MyPerfectPicture [11] which manually ask the user to deﬁne the key facial points
of the face and then select various parameters for touching. In their work Tommer
et al [9]. used facial a facial attractiveness engine has been suggested which is
trained with the help ph human raters. It extracts the distance between various
facial feature points and maps that to a so called face space. This space is then
searched for a larger predictive attractiveness rating and then points are edited
using 2D warp. This basically alters the shape of the face and maps it to a better
looking face as rated by the users earlier.

3

Proposed Framework

We present a system which ﬁrst categorizes the face and then applies the digital
makeup. Various steps are performed in order to extract and categorize the face.
In order to identify the facial features, the ﬁrst step is to perform fuzzy skin
color segmentation, then haar feature based face, eyes and mouth detectors are
used to extract rough areas. Now the skin pixels are classiﬁed into its ethnicity
class using support vector machines. Next scalable boosting approach is used
to categorize the face into male female. Active shape models are then used to
extract lip and eyes from the earlier haar feature detected regions. Then the
system matches the color moment of the face with the subset images from the
database. The system starts with applying pre processing Gaussian smoothing
ﬁlter. The whole process is depicted in Figure 1.
3.1

Fuzzy Learning Based Skin Segmentation

Skin segmentation is based on low complexity fuzzy decision tree constructed
over B, G and R color space. Skin and non-skin data was generated from various
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the system

facial images constituting various skin tones, ages and gender. Sparse number of
rules is generated by our skin segmentation system which is very fast. Fuzzy decision trees are powerful, top-down, hierarchical search methodology to extract
easily interpretable classiﬁcation rules [2] [3]. Fuzzy decision trees are composed
of a set of internal nodes representing variables used in the solution of a classiﬁcation problem, a set of branches representing fuzzy sets of corresponding
node variables, and a set of leaf nodes representing the degree of certainty with
which each class has been approximated. We have used our own implementation of fuzzy ID3 algorithm [2] [3] for learn-ing a fuzzy classiﬁer on the training
data. Fuzzy ID3 utilizes fuzzy classiﬁcation entropy of a possibility distribution
for decision tree generation. The overall skin non-skin detection rate comes out
to be 94%. Fig. 2 shows fuzzy decision tree using fuzzy ID3 algorithm for the
skin-non skin classiﬁcation problem. Skin Binary Map Image (SBI) is generated
which contains skin and non-skin information.

Fig. 2. Fuzzy decision tree

Next a connected component analysis is performed on the binary map ISBI
and then face detection is applied on the skin segmented blobs.
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Fig. 3. Output of the fuzzy based skin segmentation

3.2

Haar Based Facial Feature Extraction

Once face probable area is deduced using the skin detection, HAAR feature based
Viola Jones face detector [15] is used to detect face on the reduce space. Then in
the lower half of the face, similar detector for mouth is applied. This gives the
approximate mouth area. Similarly, in the upper half of the face haar based eye
detector is applied. The detected eye rectangles are referred to as EyeRectL and
EyeRectR maps and the mouth area is referred to as LipRect map. This was
done using the Intel OpenCV library [13]. Figure 4 depicts all the steps involved
in facial feature extraction.

Fig. 4. Depicts the output sequence for face and facial feature detection steps. (a)
Original image. (b) Face extracted using haar feature face detector. (c) Mouth region
detected using haar feature based mouth detector. (d) The detected eye by the face
detector.

3.3

Skin Ethnicity Classification

Next step in the method is classiﬁcation into diﬀerent ethnicity. Random skin
pixels are picked from the face area and radial basis function kernel based SVM
classiﬁcation is performed. We perform a one versus one classiﬁcation. This gives
the skin tone class which provides the ethnicity information. Introduced by Vapnik [4] in 1995, Support vector machine is a set of related supervised learning
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methods used for classiﬁcation and regression. SVM constructs a hyper plane
and maximizes the mar-gin between two set of vectors in n dimensions. Two
parallel hyper planes are constructed and margin is maximized by pushing them
towards the data vectors, the one which achieves maximum distance from data
points of both the classes gets maximum margin and generally larger the margin
then lower is the generalization error of the classiﬁer.
Three classes based on ethnicity, European, Asian and African were deﬁned.
Training data was constructed for these individual classes and a radial bases
function kernel was trained. Training and testing were used using the libsvm
library [5].
3.4

Gender Classification

Since for applying eﬃcient automatic digital makeup gender classiﬁcation is necessary for male and female have diﬀerent makeup requirements. Gender classiﬁcation is done on the faces detected in the skin bound regions bearing ethnicity
information by the haar feature detector. Each face is classiﬁed into male or female using Scalable boosting learned classiﬁer models during training as deﬁned
by S. Baluja et Al. [1]. The author in this paper used the approach for image
categorization; we modiﬁed it for gender detection. Classiﬁer model chosen for
gender classiﬁcation of a face de-pends on its predicted ethnicity. Scalable boosting uses simple pixel comparison features for gender classiﬁcation. Five types of
pixel comparison operators are pi ¿ pj, pi within 5 units (out of 255) of pj, pi
within 10 units (out of 255) of pj, pi within 25 units (out of 255) of pj, pi within
50 units (out of 255) of pj. There exist weak classiﬁers for each pair of diﬀerent
pixels in the normalized face image for each comparison operator. For each i and
j pixel of the face image one of the above features is chosen which gives the best
gender classiﬁcation results for the dataset. The feature chosen acts as a weak
classiﬁer yielding binary results 1or 0 de-pending on whether the comparison is
true or false respectively. The output corresponds to male if it is true and to
female if false. For a 4848 pixel images, this means there are 2523042303 distinct
weak classiﬁers. This yields extremely large number of classiﬁers to consider.
Thus we need to minimize the number of features that need to be compared
when given a face image in run time, while still achieving high identiﬁcation
rates. This is done using Adaboost algorithm [7]. The accuracy for European,
Asian and African class were 93.3 %, 91.7 % and 90.2 % for 500 classiﬁers.
3.5

Facial Feature Extraction

Then the Active Shape Models by Cootes et al. [6] are used on these three maps
generated from individually. This is done because ASM may not ﬁt properly on
the face and we want the exact eyes and lip. Active shape models (ASMs) are
shape based statistical models of objects which iteratively ﬁt to the object in
a new scenario. In ASM the shapes are constrained by the point distribution
statistical shape model to vary only in ways seen in a training set of labeled
examples. The shape of an object is rep-resented by a set of points (controlled by
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Fig. 5. The subset images of category speciﬁc faces that were used for training in
gender detection taken from the face database. Row one and two are from European
skin category, third is African and fourth and ﬁfth are Asian.

the shape model). The ASM algorithm aims to match the model to a new image.
The ASM library by Stephen Milborrow [10] was used for experimentation. Two
ASM models were trained for eye and lip each. Region ﬁlling is done on the
control points obtained from ASM.

Fig. 6. (a) The output using ASM eye model and (b) The output using ASM mouth
model

3.6

Reference Database

A database of example sample images was created. For each skin tone ethnicity
type, Hue and Saturation color information of k example images each of male
and female was stored. For example in the European skin tone category there is
k male and k fe-male images which have been chosen as representing diﬀerent
type of European skin tones. Information on the type of makeup that should be
applied on these images is stored along with the image skin color Hue Saturation
color moment. The information contains after makeup skin tone Hue-Saturation
values, lip stick color and alpha values in case of women, eye makeup color and
its alpha values.
3.7

Digital Makeup

The ﬁrst step in digital makeup is applying Gaussian smoothening and morphological dilation to the input image in order to remove small marks, pigmentations
and moles. This RGB skin color image is then converted in HSV color space. The
color moment CM (Skin Color) is computed over the new color space skin color
image IHSV. This CM (SC) is then compared to the pre-stored color moment
of skin color of the sub set images in the database. This sub set is derived on
the basis of skin ethnicity type and gender type calculated earlier on the input
face. For example: Asian male or African female etc. The image with minimum
diﬀerence is chosen as the reference image and referenced to as IREF. The after
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makeup Hue and Saturation values stored with IREF are used as the target
values for IHSV. Hue and Saturation values are balanced on the basis of these
pre-stored database values. Figure 7 shows these outputs.

Fig. 7. (a) Input skin sample (b) Output skin sample after Hue and Saturation
balancing

Next step is lip shading. In case of female faces lipstick is applied to the lip
area. Lipstick is applied as a rasterization operation (ROP). The target lip color
LIPRGB and alpha values ALPHA are taken from the data present with the
closest image matched earlier. The RGB MouthMap image is extracted using
the MouthMap and control points computed earlier. For each pixel on lip a new
color value is calculated as NewRGB = OLDRGB * (MAX-ALPHA) + LIPRGB
* ALPHA. This preserves the texture of the lip. Figure 8, demonstrates the lip
stick applying operation. In case of men separate color values are used which
don’t give the lipstick touch to the lips but makes their texture smooth which is
in tandem with their skin color. This is especially useful in improving the looks
of a smoker’s lips as depicted in ﬁgure 8(b).

Fig. 8. (a) The input and output of a female Asian lip and (b) The input and output
of an Asian male having smokers lip

4

Experimental Results

Figure 9 show the outputs for four diﬀerent cases. Kindly note in Figure 9 (a)
the lips color has changed and the texture has been maintained considerably.
This is as Asian female, the skin tone now looks more red. The dark regions
below the eyes have been considerably suppressed due to smoothening and skin
color balancing. In Figure 9(b) the skin color has been improved and the lips
have been applied with similar color so as to give a smoothened lip and remove
the smoker’s lips eﬀect. In 9(c) the output has been taken in an oﬃce environment which shows the eﬀectiveness of performing skin color segmentation
and haar features as the initial steps. In Figure 9 (d) the subject is an African
female, the skin color is now lighter, improved and smoothened and a light
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Fig. 9. (a) Input and output image of an Asian female after applying digital makeup
(b) Input and Output image after applying digital makeup of a dark Asian man. (c)
Input and output image after applying digital makeup. (d) Input and output image
after applying digital makeup on an African female.

colored lip stick suiting the skin color tone has been applied by the system. The
oily skin eﬀect has also been removed.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

We presented a system for digital makeup. The system is based on two important
factors (a) dependency of skin tone on ethnicity and (b) gender of the subject.
The system customizes the makeup based on these two factors/parameters and
retrieves makeup values via color matching from a pre deﬁned data set. The
reference image is choosen on the bases of the two parameters and color information. We employed ro-bust machine learning technique (a) fuzzy decision tree
based skin color skin segmentation, (b) HAAR feature based face, eye and lip
detection, (c) SVM with skin pixel color ethnicity categorization. (d) ASM based
lip and eye extraction. Then we used fundamental image processing techniques
for improving the appearance of the skin region and enhancing lips. The system
is fast and we are currently exploring optimizations in order to implement it on
embedded platform with real time performance. Eyes are relatively more complicated to be manipulated with fast and simple operations; we are currently
pursuing this as a future work.
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